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To unify and generalize the branch-and-bound method used in operations 
research and the heuristic search method used in artificial intelligence, a formal 
description of a branch-and-hound procedure ispresented under the assumption 
that the problem to be solved is given in the form of a discrete decision process 
(ddp) Y. This is more general than the previous models in that three types of 
tests, lower-bound test, dominance test, and equivalence t st, are all permitted, 
and tile problem Y (ddp) is usually defined on an infinite domain. After proving 
the validity of this procedure, necessary and sufficient conditions for finite 
convergence are derived. Then it is shown that the existence of a branch-and- 
bound procedure for I* is inherently related to the representation f Y by a 
positively monotone or positively and strictly monotone sequential decision 
process (pmsdp or psmsdp), which have been studied in conjunction with 
dynamic programming. This characterizes the class of problems to which a 
branch-and-bound procedure is applicable. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
Branch-and-bound is a computational principle which has been proved 
useful for solving various combinatorial optimization problems encountered in 
operations research and combinatorial mathematics. Heuristic search methods 
used in the field of problem solving in artificial intelligence are also based on 
a similar principle. Their  characterization on a rigorous mathematical basis 
has been treated in papers such as those of Lawler and Wood (1966), Balas 
(1968), Mitten (1970), Kohler and Steiglitz (1974), Ibaraki (1976), Hart et al. 
(1968), Pohl (1970a, b), Nilsson (1971), Slagle (1971), and Martelli and Mon- 
tanari (1975); Pohl (1972) and Kohler (1975) discuss the similarity and dissimi- 
larity of these two approaches. 
As an attempt o generalize and unify the previous work, this paper gives 
a formal description of a branch-and-bound procedure applied to a combi- 
natorial optimization problem described in the form of a discrete decision process 
(ddp). 
A ddp is a system Y = (27, S , f ) ,  where 27 is a finite nonempty alphabet, 
Z* is the set of finite strings (called policies) generated by 27, S C 27* is a set of 
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feasible policies, and f: S ~ E (E is the set of real numbers) is a cost function. 
A policy x ~ Z* is optimal if x ~ S ^ (Vy ~ S)(f(x) ~f (y ) ) .  The set of optimal 
policies is denoted O(Y). Y is solved when O(Y) (or x ~ O(Y)) is obtained. 
The ddp was first formalized by Karp and Held (1967) to represent a wide 
class of combinatorial optimization problems in a unified form. Roughly 
speaking, a ddp is more general than the customary combinatorial optimization 
problems in that the sets of feasible policies S and optimal policies O(Y) are 
possibly infinite. It is similar in many respects to the state-space r presentation 
of a problem commonly used in artificial intelligence (e.g., Nilsson, 1971) (see 
Example 2.1). However, the cost structure of a ddp is more general than the 
usual artificial intelligence models, where additive costs are assumed. (The 
general cost functions treated by Martelli and Montanari (1975) are an excep- 
tion.) Although a problem treated in artificial intelligence often seeks to obtain 
x ~ S rather than x ~ O(Y), it may be regarded as a special case of a ddp withf  
constant over S. 
The underlying idea of a branch-and-bound procedure is to decompose 
(branching operation) a given problem into finer and finer partial problems 
such that the generated partial problems together solve the original problem. 
Various tests are applied to each partial problem 1 to see if it can be solved 
(i.e., optimal policies are obtained) or it can be concluded that no optimal 
policy of the original problem is obtainable from it; in either case, the partial 
problem is terminated and not decomposed any further. These tests are called 
bounding operations. The computation terminates when all nodes are either 
decomposed or terminated. 
In this paper, we consider the following three types of tests, which include 
most of the bounding operations used in existing branch-and-bound procedures: 
(1) lower-bound test, (2) dominance test, and (3) equivalence test. Type (1) is the 
most popular and is incorporated in almost all implementations of branch-and- 
bound procedures. The importance and properties of (2) are discussed in a 
general setting by Kohler and Steiglitz (1974), Morin and Marsten (1976), and 
Ibaraki (1977a). It is used in many existing implementations (Ibaraki (1977a) 
contains ome references). Type (3) is similar to (2), and corresponds to the 
concept of identical states in the state-space approach of artificial intelligence. 
The present formulation of branch-and-bound procedures includes as special 
cases the heuristic search methods using the state-space representations of 
given problems, discussed in artificial intelligence (e.g., Nilsson, 1971; Slagle, 
1971; Martelli and Montanari, 1975); the heuristic search methods usually 
employ only the lower-bound test and the equivalence t st. The present model 
is also more general than the branch-and-bound methods discussed in operations 
research (e.g., Lawler and Wood (1966) and Mitten (1970) for the earlier 
1 Of course atest should require considerably less computation than a complete solution 
of the partial problem. 
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models which employ only the lower-bound test, and Kohler and Steiglitz (1974), 
and Ibaraki (1977a) for the recent models which employ both the lower-bound 
test and the dominance test) in that sets of feasible policies and optimal policies 
are possibly infinite in the present model. Of course, none of the previous 
models have adopted dp to formally describe given optimization problems. 
After giving a formal description in Section 3, we derive a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a branch-and-bound procedure A to be admissible, i.e., 
to converge in a finite number of steps and to provide O(Y') (or x ~ O(Y)) if 
O(Y) = ;~. Some known sufficient conditions for finite convergence are derived 
as its corollaries. 
The close relationship of A(Y) (branch-and-bound procedure to obtain O(Y) 
of a ddp Y) with a sequential decision process (sdp) representing Y is then clarified. 
An sdp was also defined by Karp and Held (1967), and discussed by Ibaraki 
(1972), as a finite state model representing a ddp. In particular, subclasses 
called pmsdp (positively monotone sdp) and psmsdp (positively and strictly 
monotone sdp) play a special role in our theory in the following sense. (i) If 
A(Y) to obtain O(Y) terminates ill a finite number of steps, a representation f Y" 
by a pmsdp (or psmsdp) can be naturally constructed from the computational 
process of A(Y). (ii) From a representation f Y by a pmsdp (or psmsdp)/7, 
a branch-and-bound procedure A(II) can be obtained; moreover a sort of 
equivalence holds between A(l l)  and the algorithm proposed by Ibaraki (1973) 
to solve a pmsdp H (i.e., to obtain the set of optimal policies of -Y/), although 
the latter has rather been regarded as a dynamic programming computation. 
However, it is also noted in Section 6 that, although dynamic programming 
and branch-and-bound procedures have much in common, there are some 
discrepancies in their applicability. 
These results give a theoretical characterization f the class of ddp's for 
which branch-and-bound procedures can be constructed. Since pmsdp (or 
psmsdp) is a rather restricted subclass of sdp's, it shows that the branch-and- 
bound approach is valid only for a small subset of all ddp's. 
In Sections 8 and 9, the above results are extended to the important practical 
case of obtaining a single optimal policy. Here the relationship between A(Y) 
and pmsdp becomes omewhat weaker. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A ]~RANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE 
When a problem is given in the form of a ddp Y --. (Z, S, f),  it is natural to 
decompose a partial problem Y(x) into Y(xa), a ~ 2J, where g(x) = (X, S(x), f )  
is defined by S(x) = {y ~ S]y  = xw for some w ~ 27*}. In particular, F ~ F(e), 
where e is the null string (with length O) in Z*. In other words, Y(x) is a ddp 
(optimization problem) obtained from Y by restricting the domain of policies 
only to those starting with x c .2". Y(x) is decomposed into ] Z' [ partial problems, 
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each of which is obtained by specifying the element a concatenated next to x. 2 
The entire decomposition process is represented by branching structure ~ as 
shown in Fig. 1. ~ is an infinite rooted tree with a set of nodes 27" and a set of 
arcs {(x, xa) ] x c Z*, a E Z}. Its root corresponds to Y = Y(E), and each node x 
reachable from the root via path x (we do not distinguish node x and path 
(policy) x) corresponds to partial problem Y(x). 
T=T(~) 
T(a - l ~ T ( a m )  
FIO. 1. Branching structure ~Y of a ddp Y = (Z, S, f), where Z = {a z , a 2 . . . . .  am}.  
Note that only a small (usually finite) subset of Z* is explicitly searched in 
a branch-and-bound procedure. One of the main issues in practice is how to 
obtain effective bounding operations to make the set of searched nodes small. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the well-known 15-puzzle. It consists of 15 num- 
bered tiles set in a 4 × 4 frame, and one empty cell. The problem is to find the 
shortest sequence of moves which transforms a given initial configuration CI 
into a specified goal configuration Ca ,  as exemplified in Fig. 2. Each move 
may be regarded as a move of the empty cell to one of the four possible directions, 
up (U), down (D), left (L) and right (R) (if the empty cell is on the boundary, 
some moves are prohibited). 
I 
3 1 7 !I0 1 2 3 4 
2 6 II 8 5 6 7 8 > 
9 5 II 14 9 10 l l  12 
13 12 15 4 13 14 II 
Initial Configuration Goal Configuration 
C I C G 
FIG. 2. Illustration of the 15-puzzle. 
2 I X ] for a set -J2 denotes the number of elements in X. 
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Now let Z = {U, D,L, R} and x = ala 2 "" ae6Z*  represent he sequence 
of moves a 1 , a 2 ,..., a~ executed in this order, x ~ S if and only if x transforms 
CI into Co • f :  S -+ E is given by f (x)  = ] x l, where [ x I is the length of x. 
The resulting ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  represents the 15-puzzle. 
Denote the configuration obtained from CI after applying x a Z* by Cx(x ). 
Then partial problem Y(x) is the problem of finding the shortest sequence of 
moves which takes Ci(x) into Co.  The branching structure is also shown in 
Fig. 1, where m = 4 in this case (even when the empty cell is on the boundary, 
we conceptually permit the moves in four directions; however, a configuration 
obtained as a result of a prohibited move never leads to the goal configuration). |
We now introduce two functions f and g on Z*, and two binary relations D 
and EQ on Z*. These are used to define bounding operations in an abstract 
manner, which are implemented in a great diversity of forms in actual branch- 
and-bound procedures. 
First extend the domain o f f  from S to Z*, i.e., f :  Z* ---> E u {oo} (E is the 
set of real numbers) as follows. 
l i~f{f(xy)[ xy c S} if xy ~ S for some y ~ Z* f(x) otherwise (i.e., Y(x) is infeasible). (2"l)a 
Namely, f (x)  represents the value of optimal policies of partial problem Y(x). 
In particular f(e) is equal to the value of optimal policies of the original problem 
Y if O(Y) ~ ;g. Note that f of Y must satisfy 
f (xy) >~ f(x) for x, xy ~ S, (2.2) 
in order to be consistent with (2.1). We therefore assume (2.2) throughout 
this paper, although it precludes ome ddp's from consideration. The extended 
f satisfies 
f (xy) > f(x) fo r . ,  y ~ Z*, 
(2.3) 
f (x)  =min{f (xa)  la~Z} for xCN. 
During an execution of a branch-and-bound procedure, f(x) is usually not 
known, but a lower bounding function g: Z* ~ E u {oo} is computed for each 
generated x e Z*. g satisfies the conditions 
(a) 4 g(x) <~ f(x) for x e X*, 
(b) g(x) = f(x)  for x e S, 
(c) g(x) ~ g(xy) for x, y ~ Z*. 
a It is possible that -- oo < f(x) < oo holds but no xy ~ S satisfies f(xy) = f(x), when 
min{f(xy) [xy~S} does not exist. In this case, for any A > 0, there exists xy~S 
satisfying f(x) <~ f(xy) < f(x) + A. 
Condition (a) follows from (b) and (c). 
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It is obviously possible to terminate partial problem Y(x) if g(x) > z (lower- 
bound test), where z denotes the value of the incumbent (best policy in S obtained 
by then), since g(x) > z implies f (x)  > z (i.e., Y(x) does not provide a policy 
with its value not greater than z) by condition (a). 
A dominance relation D is a partial ordering 5 on 27* satisfying the conditions 
(i) xDy A X @y ~f (x )  <f(y )  (including the case f (x)  =f(y )  : oo), 
(ii) xDy A X ~ y ~ g(x) < g(y) (including the case g(x) = g(y) = oo) 
(strict consistency with g), 
(iii) 6 xDy ^  x ~ y ~ (Vu ~ 2")(3v ~ X*)(xvDyu a xv ~: yu). 
The set of policies minimal with respect o D is denoted by 
X*o = {x ~ X* I ~(3y  E 2*) (yDx  ^  y 4= x)}. (2.4) 
Note that O(Y)C27*D always holds, but not 27"D C O(Y), since f (x )<f (y )  
does not necessarily imply xDy. To avoid some pathological behavior, we also 
assume one more condition. 
(iv) Each x e 27* has y E ~*D such that yDx (possibly = x). 
By condition (i), it is justified to eliminate Y(y) from consideration if a 
partial problem ¥(x) with xDy A x ~ y has been generated (dominance test). 
Next, EQ is an equivalence r lation ~ on 27* satisfying the following conditions. 
(A) xEQy ~ xRyy, where xR~zy .~ (Vw~27*) (xwES-~yw~S)  a 
(VXW ~ S)( f (xw)  =f (yw) ) .  s (It is an obvious consequence from the definition 
that xR~.y =>f(x) =f(y )  A O(Y(x)) = O(Y(y)), in particular, xw E 0(!/') 
yw ~ O(Y). See Ibaraki (1972) for details.) 
(B) 9 xEQy ~ (Vw, u ~ 27*)(g(xw) = g(yw) A (xwEQu ~, ywEQu) ^  
(xwDu ~ ywDu) ^  (uDxw ~ uDyw)) (consistency and right invariance with 
respect o g, EQ, D). 
Roughly speaking, xEQy states that x and y play an equivalent role in a 
branch-and-bound procedure as far as optimal policies are concerned. Thus 
only one of the x and y should be further explored (equivalence test). In the 
state-space approach of artificial intelligence, this amounts to regarding states 
x and y as identical. 
5 That is, reflexive (xDx for x e Z'*), transitive (xDy A yDw ~ xDw), and antisymmetric 
(xDy ^  yDx ~ x = y). 
This condition is necessary to guarantee that any y 6 Z'*D is terminated by the 
dominance test (see Lemma 4.2). 
That is, a binary relation which is reflexive, transitive, and symmetric (xEQy ~ yEQx). 
8 Under the extended efinition (2.1) off, this is equivalent o (Vw E 27*)(f(xw) 
f(yw)). 
9 This condition implies xEQy ~ (Vw e ~*)(xwEQyw). xEQy ~ g(x) = g(y) (con- 
sistency with respect to g) also holds as a special case. 
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Remark 2.1. The following set of conditions is also used to define an 
equivalence relation EQ on Z*. 
(A') xEQy ~ xRo(~)y ^  f(x) =f (y ) ,  where xRuy (where UC27")~ 
(Vw E 27*)(xw ~ U ~ yw a U) (see Ibaraki (1972) for details). 
(B') Same as condition (B). 
(C') There exists no sequence of policies xq,  xq ,..., x6k+~ (h >/1) such 
that x%_~ is a proper prefix 1° of x% for s = 1,2,...,k, xi~EQx%+x for 
s = 1, 2,..., k, and xh ~ xqj~+. (For k = 1, this condition prohibits the case 
in which xiE~xj holds for a proper prefix x i of x~ .) 
Condition (A') is weaker than condition (A), but an additional condition (C') 
is necessary. It is known that the results given in Sections 3 and 4 also hold 
under these conditions. | 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the 15-puzzle of Example 2.1. In this case, f (x) is 
the length of the shortest sequence of moves which takes C I into C a via Ci(x ). 
A lower bounding function g is, for example, given by 
g(x) = I x ] (the length of x). (2.5) 
A more accurate one is also given by (e.g., Nilsson, 1971) 
15 
g(x) = Ix l ÷ ~, di(x), (2.6) 
4=1 
where di(x) is the (rectangular) distance between two positions of tile i in Ci(x ) 
and Co.  It is easy to show that these g's satisfy" conditions (a) to (c) of g. 
D, EQ may be given by 
xDy ~ Ci(x) = C,(y) ^  ] x [ < ] y l, 
xEgy  ~ Ci(x) = C,(y)  ^ t~ I = l y [, 
for x, y ~ 27". It is easy to show that D and EQ satisfy all the required conditions. 
For example, condition (iii) of D is satisfied since xDy ~ xwDyw for any w E 27*. 
Condition (A) of E o is satisfied since xEQy ~ Ci(x ) -----Ci(y ) ^ Ix ]  = 
l Y I ~ (Vw ~ 27*)((Ci(xw) = Ca ~ C i (yw)  = Ca) A I xw 1 = l yw I) ~ xRyy .  
Condition (B) of EQ is also easy to prove. For this problem, it is also possible 
to prove conditions (A') to (C') of Remark 2.1. First, condition (A') holds 
since it is a eondition weaker than condition (A). Condition (C') is proved as 
follows. Assume xil , xq ,..., xi2~+ ~satisfy condition (C'). Then l x%_~ [ < ] x% l 
and 1 x% [ = I x%+ 1 [ for i = 1, 2 ..... k. This is a contradiction to  xi l  = xi~+ 1 . | 
Finally we define a search function s: J - -+  27*, where ~" is the family of 
independent finite subsets d of 27* (d  is independent if no x ~ ~ '  is a proper 
prefix of other y ~ d) .  s specifies the order of partial problems tested in a 
10 y is a pref ix of  x i f  x ~ yw fo r  some w c X*.  I t  is a proper pref ix i f  w =# e. 
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branch-and-bound procedure. In this paper, we consider only s ~ sg (best-bound 
search) defined by 
g(sg(d)) ~- min{g(x) I x ~ d}  and so(d) E d ;  
i.e., s o selects the partial problem in a given d with the smallest g-value. Other 
search functions are also used in many branch-and-bound procedures, and 
how to obtain good search functions is one of the main issues from the viewpoint 
of efficiency. Our restriction to s o may be justified as far as the finite convergence 
is concerned, however, since s o has the feature that, if any branch-and-bound 
procedure terminates in a finite number of steps, then the procedure with 
s = s o also terminates in a finite number of steps, as will be shown in Theo- 
rems 4.6 and 4.9. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE TO OBTAIN O(Y)  
On the basis of Y, g, D, EQ, and s defined in previous ections, we now give 
a formal description of a branch-and-bound procedure. It consists of two 
phases. The first phase obtains f(e), i.e., f(x) for optimal policies x ~ O(Y), 
and the second phase constructs a finite automaton (fa) M which accepts O(Y). 
An fa is a system M = (~, 27, q0, ~, OF), where Q is a finite nonempty set 
of states, q0 ~ ~ is an initial state, A: Q × 27---* (2 is a state transition function 
(A can be extended to ~ × 27* --~ ~ in an obvious manner), and OF C Q is a 
set of final states. F(M)= {x ~ 27" I A(q0, x)~ OF} denotes the set accepted 
by M. There are various methods of obtaining F(M) for a given M (see Rabin 
and Scott, 1960; Booth, 1967; etc.). 
At each instant of computation of a branch-and-bound procedure, zZ denotes 
the set of active nodes, i.e., those which have been generated but neither decom- 
posed nor terminated by test. df p denotes the set of nodes which have been 
generated, and z denotes the incumbent value, i.e., the smallest f(x) of x ~ S 
obtained by then. 
Branch-and-Bound Procedure A ~ ( Y, g, D, EQ, s) to Obtain O(Y) 
PHASE I. A1 (Initialize): ~4 +-- {E}, ~" +-- {E}, z +- oo. 
A2 (Search): I fd  = ~,  go to Phase II;  else x+--s(dg) and go to A3. 
A3 (Test by S): If x a S, let z +- min[z,f(x)]. Go to A4. 
A4 (Test by g)~l: If g(x) > z, go to A8; else go to A5. 
A5 (Test by D)n: I fyDx for some y (-/: x) ~ W,  go to A8; else go to A6. 
A6 (Test by EQ)11: I fyEQx for some y (C- x) ~ W which has already been 
tested, go to AS; else go to A7. 
11 x is said to be terminated by S, D, and E(~, respectively, if the conditions of A4, A5, 
and A6 are satisfied. Note that x may not be terminated even if x ~ S. 
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A7 (Decompose): ag +- ad w {xa i a e Z} -- {x}, ~/" +-- • W {xa I a e ~}, 
and return to A2. 
A8 (Terminate x): ag +- d -- {x} and return to A2. 
PHASE II. 
Phase I, define 
J~' l  = {x e 2/" 
and 
W'  = l  i X f f  
B1 (Construction of M): For the final .A z and z obtained in 
(~ y e Z*)(xy e A z m S ^ f(xy) = z) and (Va e Z)(xa e sg')} 
i_1 ( i _ , )  
j=l j=l 
i i--1 
w-U -Uw'  
)-i j-I 
(3y z*)(xy 4) I 
for i = 2, 3,.... (~  and #Z'i become empty after some i since sV is a finke 
set.) Then construct fa _;1//= ((2, Z, q0, )t, QF) as follows. 
Q = l [X] lxeU.A/" i !w{qa},~ . , qo = [e](qo = qa i fU ,A / " i=¢_) ,  
QF={[x]eQlxeS^f (x )  = z}, 
I [xa] if xa ~ U sff'i i 
h([x]' a) : l[qeY] otherwise,if 3caEU~iii ' Y~U~F' i  i andyEQ xal2 
A(qd, a) =qe.  
B2 (Computation of O(Y)): Obtain F(M).  It satisfies F(M) = O(Y). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Figure 3 illustrates a typical computation process of Phase I 
of A = (Y,g, D, EQ, sg) with Z' = {a, b}. Node numbers show the order in 
which nodes are tested. For example, node 8 represents partial problem Y(baa). 
Figure 4 shows the fa M constructed in Phase II from Fig. 3. | 
Note that the incumbent value z monotonically decreases from the initial 
value z = co as computation proceeds. It always satisfies z >/f(Q, as is easily 
proved, and Theorem 4.1 shows that z = f(E) holds if computation terminates. 
12 Such  a y is un ique ,  as is obv ious  f rom A6 and the  fact  that  EQ is an  equ iva lence  
re lat ion.  
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, [1 )g -0  " \ \  ~r' 
~/  f=9 g=7 
~J z=8 
/ ~31 W3 
1 f~8 / f=9 
g=8// g=9 
FIG. 3. An example of computation process of Phase I of a branch-and-bound 
procedure 11 = (Y, g, D,  EO,  sg) with X ~ {a, b}. Node numbers denote the order in 
which nodes are tested. Double circles denote nodes x satisfying x E S and hence g(x) = 
f (x) ,  x - - ,  y denotes xDy,  and x = y denotes xEQy.  
FIG. 4. fa M = (O, E, q0, ~, OF) constructed in Phase I I  from the result of Phase I 
computation of Fig. 3. A double circle denotes a state in OF,  and qd denotes the dead state. 
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4. ADMISSIBILITY AND CONVERGENCE OF ]~RANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE 
The validity of a branch-and-bound procedure given inSection 3is first proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  Phase I of a branch-and-bound procedure A ='(Y, g, D, EQ, s) 
terminates, then fa M constructed in Phase I I  satisfies F( M)  -= O( Y). 
Proof. If S of Y satisfies S = ;~, F(M)  ~- O(Y)  = ;g trivially holds since 
QF = ~ holds in fa M constructed in Phase II. I f  S =/= ~ and O(Y) = ;g, 
A does not terminate, as is shown in Corollary 4.5. Thus assume that O(Y)  vL ;~ 
and x = aid ~ "" ak ~ o( r ) .  Then f(e) = f (a l )  = f(aia2) . . . .  = f(aia2 "'" ak) 
from (2.3), where f(e) is the value of optimal policies. Since g(Yi) ~f (Y i )  for 
Yi = a~a, "" ai (0 ~ i ~ k) and f(E) = f (Y i )  ~ z, Yi is not terminated by g 
(Step A4). In addition, no w E 22* satisfies wDy i by f(w) >/f (Y i )  (=f (e ) )  and 
condition (i) of D. Thus Yi is not terminated by D. Finally, if y¢1 is terminated 
by EQ, i.e., wlEQyq,  it is possible to assume without loss of generality that w i 
has already been tested and decomposed (see the condition in A6). w i satisfies 
wiail+l "" a~ ~ O(Y)  by condition (A) of EQ. Repeating this argument, we see 
that A generates the following sequence of policies: 
e --+ a~ -+. . . - -+  yqEQwl  -+ w~aq+ i --+... -+ Wxaq+~ ... a iEQw 2 (i 2 > il) 
-+ w2ai~+l ~ "'" --+ w~ai~+l "'" a~ ~ O(Y). (4.1) 
Consequently the final z of Phase I is equal to f(w~ai~+i "'" ak) =f(e) .  
Now it is not difficult to see that w j~W'~_ j+ i for j=  1,2,. . . ,p hold in 
Step B1 of Phase I I .  Thus fa M has state transitions 
a 1 ai  1 g{l+l ai 2 agg+l 
q0 , "'" , [~d  + . . .  , [w~] , . . -  %,  [~]  
%+i a~ (4,2) 
. . . .  ~ . . . . . .  , [w~%+i  " "a~] ,  
where [w~ai~+l "'" ak] ~ QF . This proves x = aia ~ ... a~ ~F(M) .  
Next assume conversely that x = a~a2 "'" a~ ~F(M)  and its transition path is 
given by (4.2). Then y iEQw~ holds for j = 1, 2 , . ,  p where Yi~ = axa~ "'" a¢ l , 
and hence ala ~ ... akRYw~ai~,+i "'" ak, proving x ~ O(Y). | 
To see the convergence properties of A, we first show the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A = (Y,g,  D, EQ, so) be a branch-and-bound procedure with 
best-bound search. Then a node x ~ X* generated in A is decomposed iruA7 only if  
x ~ Z*D (defined in (2.4)). 
Proof. Assume that y ~ Z* ,  is tested. By condition (iv) of D, there exists 
x ~ 27* D satisfying xDy. I f  x is. at all generated in A, it has already been generated 
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when y is tested, since g(x) <g(y)  holds by condition (ii) of D and best-bound 
search is used. Thus y is terminated by D. So assume that a proper prefix w of x 
is terminated for some reason. Three cases are possible. (1) w is terminated 
by g, i.e., g(w) > z(w), where z(w) is the value of z when w is tested. Then 
g(y) > g(x) >/g(w) (condition (c) of g) > z(w) >/z(y) (sincey is tested after w). 
Thus y is terminated by g: (2) w is terminated by D, i.e., vDw for some v E ,4/'. 
Then by condition (iii) of D, there exists x' = vu satisfying x'Dx ^  x' ~ x. 
This is a contradiction to x ~ 27"D- (3) w is terminated by EQ, i.e., vEQw 
for some v E Jf" which has already been tested (and decomposed, as is easily 
proved). Then by condition (B) of EQ, p = vq (where x ~ wq) satisfies p ~ 27* D 
and pDy. Thus again apply the above argument o p instead of x (=/= p). This 
process cannot continue indefinitely, however, since only a finite number of 
nodes are generated when y is tested. Cases (1), (2 7, and (3) together prove 
that y is terminated. | 
Now let 
~- = {x e X* l g(x) -..< f(e)} (4.3) 
and ~A be the rooted subtree of branching structure ~ with the set of nodes 
= o~ n 27* D (4 .4)  a3 
and with the set of arcs {(x, xa) ] a ~ 27, and x, xa ~ 4}.  A path c~ (possibly 
with infinite length) in ~A is called non-self-equivalent if a does not contain 
two nodes x, y such that xEQy. 
In the following, we will see that an infinite non-self-equivalent path in ~A 
is closely related to the convergence properties of A. Before the main results 
(Theorems 4.4 and 4.5), the next lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a ddp Y = (Z, S , f )  satisfy S ~ ;3 and O(Y) = ~. Then 
~ A defined for a branch-and-bound procedure A = ( Y, g, D, EQ, s) contains an 
infinite non-self-equivalent path starting from e. 
Proof. Let ~'A be the subtree of branching structure ~ consisting only of 
nodes x ~ 27* with f(x) =f(E)  and arcs connecting them. By condition (i) of 
D and the propertyf(E) <~f(y) for anyy ~ 2:*, such an x always belongs to 27"D. 
x E o~ is also obvious by g(x) ~<.f(x) = f(e). Thus ~'A is a subtree of ~A • 
Note that no node x in N'A satisfies x ~ S ^ f (x )=f (E )  by O(Y) = rg, and 
hence ~'A has no leaf node. We prove that ~'A contains an infinite non-self- 
equivalent path. Let 
L m = {x ~ 27* ] x is a node in ~'A which has a proper prefix w such that 
wEQx, but no proper prefix of x has this property}, 
18 x ~ -~Pa impl ies  that  any  pref ix  y o f  x satisf ie s y ~ £"a .  
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and let ~()) be the subtree of ~'A such that x is a leaf node of ~(A 1) if and only 
if x eL  m. ~1)  is a finite tree if ~'A does not contain an infinite non-self- 
equivalent path, since otherwise the infinity lemma (e.g., Knuth, 1969, p. 381) 
implies that ~1)  has an infinite path and any path in ~1~ not reaching to a leaf 
node is non-self-equivalent. Now assume that ~11 is finite and let x 0 be the 
node in ~(A 1) which is the shortest (viewed as a policy) among those satisfying 
xoEQx i for some x i (=# Xo)eL m. We prove below that there exists a node 
x~ ~L m for which xoEQx ~ does not hold. Assume all x i eL  (a) satisfy xoEQxi, 
and let 
N (1) = {xa I x is a node in ~)  such that x q~L (1) and xa(a e Z) is not in ~)} ,  
f(1) = min{f (xa) [xa  e N(1)}. 
fm exists and fm > f(E) holds since N m is finite and xa ~ N (1) is not a node 
in ~1)  (i.e., f (xa)>f (e ) ) .  Now note that there exists v e S satisfying 
f(e) <f (v )  <f(1)  by the assumption S :# ~ A O(Y) = ~ (see footnote 3 
above): No xeN a) is a prefix of v since fm >f(v ) ,  and hence v = xi w for 
some x i eL  (1). Since f (v )>f (e )=f (x i )  , it is possible to define the shortest 
prefix v' of v such that ( f (v)  >~)f(v') >f (x i )  , where v' = xiw'. From xoEQx i 
(i.e., xoRyx i by condition (A) of EQ), it follows that v" = XoW' also satisfies 
f(v") =f(v ' )  and v" is shorter than v'. Repeating this argument, if necessary, 
it is possible to assume v"E N m. This is a contradiction, however, since 
f (v")  ~f (v )  <f{1). (This proves that there exists an x~. eL  m for which xoEOx 5 
does not hold.) 
Now let 
L (2) = {x eL  m [ x does not satisfy xoEQx } 
and ~2)  be the proper (nonempty)subtree of ~(A 1) such that x is a node of 
~(2 ) if and only if some w e 27* satisfies xw E L (~). The same argument as above 
can then be applied to ~) ,  resulting in ~(A 8). This process, however, continues 
indefinitely, and it contradicts the finiteness of ~1.  Thus ~'A (and hence ~A) 
contains an infinite non-self-equivalent path. I 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let Y = (27, S, f )  be a ddp given by 27 = {a, b}, S -~ {a~b [ i >/0} 
and f(aib) = 2 -i. Then it is easy to show that f(e) ~--- inf{f(x) ] x a S} = 0 
but no x e S satisfies f (x )  -~f(e). Thus we have S @ 2~ and O(Y)= ;g. 
~A (for any branch-and-bound procedure A = (Y,g, D, EQ, s)) contains an 
infinite non-self-equivalent path 
e--+ a-+ aa-+ "" 
(this is non-self-equivalent since aiRya j does not hold for i :# j). I 
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THrO~EM 4.4. A branch-and-bound procedure A = (Y, g, D, EQ, sg) (using 
best-bound search) terminates if and only if ~A contains no infinite non-self- 
equivalent path ~ starting from root ¢. 
Proof. Since ~A contains an infinite non-self-equivalent path if S v~ 
and O(Y) = ;~, by Lemma 4.3, consider here two cases only: (i) S = ;~, and 
(ii) O(Y) =/= ;~. We show that ~A contains an infinite non-self-equivalent path 
if A does not terminate. Note that any x 6~-  (i.e., g(x) >f(E))  is terminated 
by g (Step A4) since z has already been to f(e) when x is tested. (In case (i), 
this is trivially true since ~,~ = X*, and in case (ii), this can be proved in a 
manner similar to Theorem 4.1.) Furthermore, any x~X*  D is terminated 
by D, as shown in Lemma 4.2. 
Now let "~a denote the tree generated by the execution of A. ~A is a subtree 
of ~A as proved above, and infinite if A does not terminate. Thus by the infinity 
lemma, ~A (and ~A) contains an infinite path o~ starting from ~, which is non- 
self-equivalent since no node on a is terminated by EQ. 
Next we prove the converse. Assume that ~A contains an infinite non-self- 
equivalent path c~. If a is a path in ~A,  the proof is done. So assume that a 
node x on a is terminated by EQ (since x cannot be terminated by g or D), i.e., 
wEQx for w (in 5~A) which is not on ~. Let N 1 ~-~ {x}. Then consider the infinite 
path t3 = w~' as illustrated in Fig. 5, where ~ = x~'. If/3 has nodes r, s with 
rEQs ^  r ~ s, let r be the shortest such node. By assumption on ~, condition (B) 
of EQ, and the fact that w is a node in ~A (i.e., no proper prefix of w was 
terminated), it can be assumed without loss of generality that w = rw', ~ = so~" 
and w is a proper prefix of s. Then y = r~" is also an infinite non-self-equivalent 
path in ~ (see Fig. 5). If 7 is a path in ~A,  the proof is done. Otherwise path 7 
has a node y with vEQy, where v is a node in ~A and not on 7. Apply the same 
FIO. 5. I l lustration of the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
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argument o ~, after letting N2 = Aft • {y} (note that y ~ N 1 holds, as is easily 
proved). When this is repeated, the result is one of the following two cases. 
(a) An infinite non-self-equivalent path is eventually obtained. 
(b) This argument is repeated indefinitely, resulting in limi~ . t Ni]  = or. 
In either case, ~A contains infinite nodes and A does not terminate. | 
COROLLARY 4.5. A branch-and-bound procedure A = (Y,g, D, EQ, s~) does 
not terminate i fddp  Y = (Z, S, f )  satisfies S ~ ~ and O(Y) = ~. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4. | 
The condition in Theorem 4.4 can be stated in a somewhat different manner. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A =(Y ,g ,D ,  EQ, s~) (using best-bound search) be a 
branch-and:bound procedure. ~A contains an infinite non-self-equivalent path 
starting fi'om E if and only if I ~ /EQ I = oo, where 5eA/EQ denotes the set of 
equivalence classes of ~A (see (4.4)) under EQ. Furthermore, A terminates after 
decomposing exactly [2'A/EQ I nodes if  l ~q~A/EQ I < oo. 
Pro@ We first assume that A terminates and prove the second half. As 
shown in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.4, a node x not in ~ is always 
terminated. On the other hand, a node x in ~A cannot be terminated by g 
(since g(x) ~<f(•) ~< z) or by D (since x ~ X'D). Thus x in ~A can be terminated 
only by EQ. Furthermore a node x in an equivalence class (under EQ) is 
decomposed if and only if x is the first tested node in the class. Thus exactly 
one node in each equivalence class (~ ~A/EQ) is decomposed, i.e., A decomposes 
I ~A/EQ I nodes. 
The first half then follows since (A terminates) ~ [ ~q~A/EQ [ < oo (as proved 
above), and (A does not terminate)~ (~x contains an infinite non-self- 
equivalent path) (by Theorem 4.4) ~ ] ~q~A/EQ I = ov (since no two nodes x, y 
on the path satisfy xEQy). I 
COROLLARY 4.7. A branch-an&bound procedure A = (Y, g, D, EQ, s~) ter- 
minates i f  each infinite path ~ starting from • in branching structure 5~ (defined in 
Section 2) satisfies one of the following conditions. 
(1) There exists a positive constant A such that, for any node x on e~, some 
node y on o~ (which has x as its prefix) satisfies 
g(x) +~ <~g(y). 
(2) c~ contains two nodes x, y such that xEQy. 
Proof. I f  A does not terminate, ~A contains an infinite non-self-equivalent 
643/36[I-2 
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path a by Theorem 4.4. ~ does not satisfy condition (2) since it is non-self- 
equivalent. I f  a satisfies condition (1), some w on ~ (with sufficiently large I w I) 
satisfies g(w) > f(~) (i.e., w is not a node in ~A). This is a contradiction to the 
fact that c~ is a path in ~A • | 
Special cases of this corollary are sometimes used as sufficient conditions to 
guarantee finite convergence of branch-and-bound procedures (e.g., Theo- 
rem 3.1 of Nilsson (1971), Theorem 2 of Pohl (1970b), although these are 
discussed in slightly different settings). 
From Theorem 4.6, it is natural to consider 
TA = 15FA/EQ [ (4.5) 
as a measure of the efficiency of a branch-and-bound procedure A. We define 
A' as more efficient han A (when applied to Y) if TA' <~ TA • 
THEOREM 4.8. Assume that branch-an&bound procedures A = (¥, g, D, EQ, sg) 
and A' ~ (Y, g', D', EQ', sg,) terminate and satisfy 
g(x) <~ g'(x) for x ~ z*, 
xOy ~ xD'y for x, y ~ X*, 
xEQy ~ xEQ' y for x, y ~ X*. 
(4.6) 
Then A' is more efficient han A. 
Proof. TA' <~ TA directly follows from Theorem 4.6 since o~' C o~ ~ and 
~:~D' C X~:D (i.e., 5~A' is a subtree of ~A), and ] ~A'/EQ' I <~ I 5a~/EQ I by 
xEQy ~ xEQ'y. | 
This result is an extension of the notion of optimality (Hart et al., 1968), 
the monotonicity with respect to g (Kohler and Steiglitz, 1974), and the 
monotonicity with respect o D (Ibaraki, 1977a). 
The importance of the Tx-count is strengthened by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A ~- (Y, g, D, EQ, s) be a branch-an&bound procedure 
with an arbitrary search function s. A decomposes at least T A nodes. In particular, 
./t does not terminate if  T A = ~.  
Proof. No node x a ~A is terminated by g or by D as shown in the proofs 
of Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 (this portion is independent of s). Furthermore, the 
first tested node in an equivalence class (E ~A/EQ) is not terminated by EQ. 
Thus ~/ decomposes at least T A = I~/EQI  nodes (possibly more nodes 
since nodes not in ~A may be decomposed in this case). | 
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5. DERIVATION OF A BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE FROM A pmsdp 
We start with the definition of a sequential decision process (sdp) and some 
of its subclasses, which are finite-state models extensively studied by Karp 
and Held (1967), and Ibaraki (1972, 1973) as convenient representation tools 
for combinatorial optimization problems. 
An sdp is a system H ~- (M, h, ~:0), where 3~ r = (Q, 2, q0, A, Q~) is an fa 
defined at the beginning of Section 3, h: E × Q × X---~ E (E is the set of 
real numbers) is a cost function (h can be extended to E × Q × 27" ~ E in an 
obvious manner), and ~o ~ E is an initial cost of state q0. The notation 
/~(x) ~ h(~:0, %,  x) is used. An sdp H is a monotone sdp (msdp) if h satisfies 
~:1 ~< ~2 ~ h(~l, q, a) ~< h(~2, q, a) for ~ ,  ~:2 ~ E, q ~ Q, a a 2. An msdp H is 
a positively monotone sdp (pmsdp) if h also satisfies h(~, q, a) >~ ~: for ~ c E, 
q ~ Q, a c z'. An msdp H is a strictly monotone sdp (smsdp) if h satisfies 
~<(2  ~h(~l ,q ,a )<h(~z ,q ,a )  for ~l,~2~E, qcQ,  a~Z.  Finally an 
sdp H is a positively and strictly monotone sdp (psmsdp) if it is an smsdp as 
well as a pmsdp. 
For an sdp H ~- (M, h, ~:0), F(F/) ~ F(M) is called the set of feasible policies, 
and O(H) = {x ~F(H) [ (Vy ~F(H))(~(x) <~/~(y))} the set of optimal policies. 
17 weakly represents (w-represents) a ddp Y = (Z', S, f )  if O(H) = O(Y), and 
strongly represents (s-represents) Y if F(H)= S and (Vx c S)(h(x)=f(x)) .  
The representation of a ddp Y by various classes of sdp was discussed by Karp 
and Held (1967), and Ibaraki (1972). 
Now assume that a pmsdp H ~ (M, h, (0) w- (or s-) represents a ddp Y = 
(2, S, f) .  In the case of w-representation, let Y' = (Z, S', f ' )  be the ddp defined 
by S' =F(F / ) ,  i f (x )= ]~(x) for x ~ S' (i.e., H s-represents Y'). In general 
Y' ~ Y, but O(Y') = O(Y) always holds. Thus it is not necessary to distinguish 
Y and Y' as far as optimal policies are concerned. 
From a pmsdp H, a branch-and-bound procedure A(II) = (Y(Z, s , f ) ,  g, D, 
EQ, s) can be naturally constructed as follows, where 
= ~Y if F/s-represents Y (5.l) 
Y' if H w-represents Y, 
g(x) = ~(x), 
D = I (the identity relation, i.e., D is not effective), (5.2) 
~EQy ~ a(qo, ~) = ~(qo, y)  ^ h(x) = ~(y). 
g satisfies conditions (a) and (c) since /7 is a pmsdp, g satisfies condition (b) 
since H s-represents Y. Condition (A) of EQ holds since xEQy ~ A(%, x) = 
h(q0, y) A /~(x) = l;(y) ~:~ (Vw C Z*)()t(qo, xw) -- A(q0, yw) ^  h(xw) -~ h(yw)) 
(since H is an sdp) ~ xR~y. Condition (B) is obvious. Thus the next theorem 
is proved. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let H ~-(M, h, ~o) be a pmsdp w- (or s-) representing a
ddp Y. Then (5.1) and (5.2) define a branch-and-bound procedure A( I I )=  
(L g, D, EQ, ~) which obtains 0(~'). Furthermore, A(H) satisfies g(x) = ~(x) for 
x~S* .  I 
Finite convergence of A(H) is not always guaranteed. A sufficient condition 
is given below. 
THEOREM 5.2. A(H) defined in Theorem 5.1 terminates if h of H satisfies 
(Vx, y c z*)(~(x) < ~(y) ~ h(x) + ~ ~< ~(y)) 
for a positive constant A. 
Proof. Obvious, since A(H) satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4.7. | 
When a ddp Y is represented by a psmsdp H =- (M, h, ~0), however, stronger 
properties can be shown. Branch-and-bound procedure A(II) = (~', g, D, EQ, s) 
in this case may be given by 
g(x) = ~(x), 
xDy ~ h(q0, x) = h(q 0 , y) A /~(X) </ i (y ) ,  (5.3) 
xEOy -~ h(qo, x) ~- h(qo, y) A /~(X) = /~(y). 
Formula (5.3) defines D in a manner different from that of (5.2). Condition (i) 
of D is satisfied since xDy ~ h(qo, x) = A(qo, y) ^/~(x) </~(y) ~:~ (Vw ~ Z*) 
(h(qo, xw) ~-h(qo, yw) ^  h(xw) < h(yw)) (since H is a psmsdp) ~f(x )  <f(y) .  
Condition (ii) is obvious. Condition (iii) holds since xDy ~ (Vwe27*) 
(h(qo, xw) ~ h(qo, yw) A h(xw) < h(yw)) ~ (Vw ~ Z*)(xwDyw). To prove con- 
dition (iv), note that there exists xq e 27* for each q e Q of a psmsdp such that 
h(q0, xq) = q A /i(xq) ~- min{/~(x) I A(q0, x) = q} (Ibaraki, 1972). Then x~ e 27" D 
for q ~ Q, and x~%.~)Dx for each x e 27*. Consequently, D is a dominance 
relation as defined in Section 2. The new D improves the efficiency and guaran- 
tees finite convergence of A(H). 
THEOREM 5.3. A(H) = (~',g, D, EQ, s) defined by (5.1) and (5.3) from a 
psmsdp w- (or s-) representing a ddp Y is a branch-and-bound procedure. Further- 
more A(H) always terminates if s ~- sg is used. 
Proof. The first half is obvious. To show the second half, note that 
Lemma 4.2 (showing that only x ~ 27"D can be decomposed) is valid regardless 
of whether O(Y) ~ ;3 or not. It is also true that at most one x in each equivalence 
class under EQ is decomposed. Thus A(H) terminates incO 4 127*D/EQ[= 
[{x~lqeQ}l= lQ]< °v. | 
aa Th is  also shows that TA(r/) (see (4.5)) ~< I Q[  and hence at most  [Q[  nodes are 
decomposed in A(H). 
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6. CONSTRUCTION" OF A pmsdp (psmsdp) FROM A 
BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE 
We now consider the converse process, i.e., construction of a pmsdp 
(psmsdp) II(A) w-representing a ddp Y from a branch-and-bound procedure 
A = (Y, g, D, EQ, s). Assume that Phase I of X has terminated. Let 
= {Pi ~ ~ ] Pi is terminated by g (Step A4)}, 
~D ~ {P~ ~ .4" ] P~ is terminated by D (Step A5)}, 
sffeo = {P~ E ~ ] P~ is terminated by EQ (Step A6)}, 
and define fa M = (Q, Z', qo, '~, Qe) as follows./~ 
% = M,  
( [xa I if [xa] ~ Q 
h([x], a) = l[Y] if xaE .A;Eo,yEQxa, and [y ]6  Q 
if xa ~.W'~ U dg'D, 
Q~ = {[~] ~ O I ~ ~ s ^ f(~) = ~}. 
Define h: E × Q × X---~E and 80by 
h(~:, [x], a )= lg~ (xa)+ (~ g(x)) 
~o = g(~). 
if Ix] v~ qa 
if [x] = qa, (6.1) 
THEOREM 6.1. Let a branch-and-bound procedure A = (Y, g, D, EQ, s) ter- 
minate. Then H(A)= (3/1, h, ~o) defined by (6.1) is a pmsdp (also psmsdp) 
w-representing Y. Furthermore H(A) satisfies h(x)=g(x) for x ~Z* with 
^(go, ~) ~ q~ . 
Proof. The last part is obvious since Z(q0, x )~ Z(q o ,y) implies xEQy 
(from the manner of constructing M above) and hence (Vw c Z*)(g(xw) -= g(yw)) 
(condition (B) of EQ). Then it follows that O(Y) -~ F(M) (as proved in a manner 
similar to Theorem 4.1) = O(H(A)) (since any x ~F(M) satisfies/~(x) -~ g(x) = 
f(x) = f(e) by condition (b) of g and the definition of M). Thus H(A) w-repre- 
sents Y and is a pmsdp by condition (c) o fg  and (6.1). It is also a psmsdp since 
H(A) satisfies )~(qo, x) = A(q o , y) ^ A(qo, x) @ qa ~ xEQy ~/~(x) =/~(y) (i.e., 
no x, y satisfy h(qo, x) --. h(qo, y) ^  l~(x) < h(y) if h(qo, x) v~ qa) by the defini- 
tion of M. 
~5 It is also possible to construct H(A) from M obtained in Phase II of A. In this case, 
however, some of the following properties do not hold. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let A = (Y,g, D, EQ, sg) be the branch-and-bound proce- 
dure constructed in Example 2.2 for the 15-puzzle. A always terminates unless 
O(Y) = ~, since [Y [  < oo follows from the definition of g ((2.5) or (2.6)). 
The psmsdp H(A) = (214(Q, ~, q0, A, Qe), h, ~:0) constructed from d with g of 
(2.5) is given as follows. 
q0 
A([c, h], a) = 
;~(qa, a) = 
h(~, q, a) = 
Q = {[c, hi I C is a configuration obtainable from the initial 
configuration CI in h moves but not obtainable in less than 
k moves, 0 ~< h ~ f(e)} w {qa}, 
[Ci, 0], QF = {[Ca, f(E)]}, 
lc' [ , k+ l ]  if [C ' ,k+ l ]~Q,  where C' is the 
configuration obtained from C by move a 6 Z, 
t qa otherwise, 
qa , 
t~+1 if q@qa 
t~ if q=q, , ,  
0. 
/-/(A) has N + 1 states, where N is the number of configurations obtainable 
from CI within f(e) moves. | 
As shown in this example, Theorem 6.1 provides an approach for obtaining 
a w-representation f a given ddp. This approach is different from the one 
discussed by Ibaraki (1972), in that the present approach does not require the 
explicit knowledge of O(Y). This would often make the present approach more 
accessible in practical applications. 
Summarizing Theorems 5.1, 5.3, and 6.1, we have the next results. 
THEOREM 6.2. (i) I f  a ddp Y has a w- (or s-) representation 1-1 ~ (M, h, ~o) 
by a psmsdp, there exists a branch-and-bound procedure A(H) = (~', g, D, EQ, sg) 
(~" was defined in (5.1)), such that A(II) necessarily terminates and satisfies 
g(x) = h(x) for x ~ X*. (ii) I f  a branch-andbound procedure A = (V, g, D, EQ, s) 
terminates, then ddp Y has a w-representation II(A) = (M, h, ~o) by a psmsdp 
such that h(x) = g(x) for x ~ Z* with in x\O(Y) ~ ~. | 
THEOPmM 6.3. A ddp Y has a branch-andbound procedure which terminates 
and obtains O(Y), if and only if O(Y) is regular (i.e., accepted by an fa). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 6.2, since a ddp Y has a w-representation 
by a psmsdp if and only if O(Y) is regular (see Ibaraki, 1972, Sect. 13). | 
16 x \U  = {y  [ xy ~ U}. 
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In concluding Sections 5 and 6, the relationship between the present approach 
based on the branch-and-bound principle and the well-known dynamic pro- 
gramming approach is briefly discussed. Loosely speaking, dynamic program- 
ming can be considered as a computational procedure which is based on only 
the dominance test and the equivalence test (called in dynamic programming 
the principle of optimality), and which uses a termination mechanism possibly 
different from the one used in branch-and-bound. 
Ibaraki (1973) proposed dynamic programming procedures to obtain 0(17) 
of a (recursive) pmsdp/7  and a (recursive) smsdp/7. It may be interesting to 
see that the proposed dynamic programming procedure for a pmsdp /7 is 
equivalent to the branch-and-bound procedure A(17) with s = sg (see Sect. 5) 
in the sense that the same set of policies are generated in the same order. The 
similarity between dynamic programming and branch-and-bound procedures 
have also been discussed in other papers using different formulations. Kohler 
and Steiglitz (1975), and Ibaraki (1977b) pointed out that various dynamic 
programming procedures can be stated in the framework of branch-and-bound. 
Morin and Marsten (1976) give a view of some classes of branch-and-bound 
procedures as dynamic programming procedures augmented with some bounding 
operations. 
It is not possible, however, to consider the dynamic programming procedure 
for an smsdp as a branch-and-bound procedure in the sense of this paper, 
since it uses a different mechanism of termination. Therefore, in spite of the 
inherent similarity as mentioned above, only a proper subset of dynamic pro- 
gramming procedures can be viewed as branch-and-bound procedures. An 
attempt is currently being made in the author's group to formalize the branch- 
and-bound procedure and the dynamic programming procedure into one 
unified procedure (see Nishimura (1977)). 
Finally it is noted that O(Y) can also be obtained by solving pmsdp /7(A) 
(defined in this section) since/7(A) w-represents Y. If we apply the dynamic 
programming procedure to obtain O(H(A)), it is easy to see that the computa- 
tion process is equivalent to the original branch-and-bound procedure A with 
s = s o . Furthermore, 
A = A(/7(A)) 
holds in the sense that both procedures test the same set of nodes in the same 
order, where H(A) and A(FI) are defined in (6.1) and (5.1) (or (5.3)), respectively. 
7. BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE FOR A SINGLE OPTIMAL POLICY 
When only a single optimal policy of Y is required, rather than O(Y) itself, 
a partial problem Y(x) in ~ can be terminated if it is guaranteed that at least 
one Y(y) with f(y) ~f(x) and y ~ S is eventually generated. On the basis of 
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this observation, the condition of D can be weakened as follows to improve 
the computational efficiency. A dominance relation D in this case is a partial 
ordering on Z* satisfying 
(i) xDy ^  x ~y  ~f (x )  ~f (y ) ,  
(ii) xDy ^  x ~ y ~ (1)g(x) < g(y)or  (2)g(x) -----g(y) ^  f (x)  =f(y)  A (x 
is tested before y)l~ (consistency with g), 
(iii) xDy ^  x ~ y ~ (Vu c Z*)(3v e X*)(xvDyu A Xv :/: yu), 
(iv) each x e Z* has y E X* D (possibly = x) satisfying yDx, 
(v) ~8 xDy A f (x)  = f (y )  A g(x) < g(y) ~ X ~yy ,  xDy A g(x) = g(y) 
xRry,  where x ~yy  ~:> (Vw e Z*)(xw E S .~ yw e S) A (Vxw E S)( f (xw) 
f (yw)) ,  and Ry was defined in condition (A) of E~ (Sect. 2)) (see Ibaraki (1972) 
for details). 
The essential change from the previous definition consists in the fact that 
f (x )  =f(y)  and/or g(x) -~g(y)  are permitted for x, y satisfying xDy. This 
definition of D includes the equivalence relation E~ as a special case (i.e., the 
case of xDy Af (x )=f (y )Ag(x)=g(y) ) ,  and hence the test by E~ is not 
included in the following branch-and-bound procedure. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. In this case, the definition of D for the 15-puzzle of 
Example 2.2 can be modified to 
xDy .~ (1) Ci(x) = C,(y) ^ Ix  I < l Y I, or 
(2) C,(x) = G(y)  ^ I x 1 = ] y I ^ (x is tested before y). | 
Branch-and-Bound Procedure As = ( Y, g, D, s) to Obtain a Single Optimal Policy 
Asl (Initialize): zg+-{e}, JV+-{e}, z+-- o% x°+-- ~ .  
A82 (Search): If  ag = 2~, halt. x ° is an optimal policy of Y and z =f (x  °) 
holds if x ° =/= ~,  and O(Y) = ~ if x ° = ~.  Otherwise go to As3 after letting 
x +-  s (d ) .  
A83 (Test by S): If  x ¢ S go to A84. I f  x ~ S, let x ° +-  x in case f (x)  < z, 
z+-min[z , f (x ) ] ,  and go to As7. 
As4 (Test byg) :  I fg(x) ~ z, go to AJ; else go to AsS. 
A,5 (Test by D): If  (3y (5  x) ~ .W')(yDx), go to AJ; else go to A,6. 
A~6 (Decompose): ~ +- d u {xa [ a E Z} - -  {x}, .A f <-- ~/" u {xa I a ~ ,Y,}, 
and return to As2. 
A,7 (Terminate x): ~ '  <-- 5~' - -  {x}. Return to As2. 
17 This is accomplished simply by letting xDy only if x is tested before y, when x, y 
satisfy g(x) = g(y) ^  f(x) = f(y) as well as conditions (iii), (iv), and (v). 
18 As shown in the proof of Theorem 7.1, condition (v) is necessary to guarantee that 
at least one y ~ O(/-/) is generated. For this purpose, other conditions imilar to condition 
(C') of Remark 2.1 may also be used (see Ibaraki, 1977a). 
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THEOREM 7.1. Assume that a branch-and-bound procedure A~ = (Y, g, D, s) 
for a single optimal policy terminates. Then the final x ° is an optimal policy of F 
if x ° :/= ~,  and O(Y)= ~ i f  x ° = ;J. 
Proof. Since x °= ~ obviously holds if S of Y satisfies S ~ ~,  and A, 
does not terminate if S =/= ~ and O(Y) = ;g as shown in Theorem 7.3, assume 
that O(Y) ~ ;g and x 1 = ala ~ "" a k ~ O(Y). Without loss of generality, assume 
further that no prefix y of x I is terminated by g since otherwise z has already 
been set to f(e) when y is tested. Similarly assume that no proper prefix of x 1 
is terminated by S. Finally consider the case in which a proper prefix 
Yl = ala2 "'" ai~ (il < k) is terminated by D, i.e., wlDy I for some w 1 ~ JV'. We 
havef(E) <~f(w~) ~f (y~)  =f(e)  by condition (i) of D, and wx ~yy~ by condi- 
tion (v) of D. Then consider x 2 = wlail+l "'" a~ ff O(Y) (by w I ~YYl)" We 
again assume without loss of generality that no proper prefix of x 2 is terminated 
by g or S. It is also possible to assume that wt is not terminated by D (i.e., 
w I is decomposed). Apply then the same argument to x 2 if a proper prefix of x 2 
is terminated by D. We eventually show that i 1 < i s < '"  < i~ and x~+ 1= 
w~ai,+l "'" a~ ~ O(Y) is selected in A~2 since k is finite and As terminates. | 
To obtain the analog of Theorem 4.4 in the case of a single optimal policy, 
we consider best-bound search s = sg with the following tie-breaking rule. 
Tie-breaking rule. sg selects the shortest policy if there is more than one 
policy y ~ 5e¢ with g(y) = min{g(w) ]w ~ 5~'}. 
In addition, let 
d~ = {x ~ l *  [g(x) < f(c)}, (7.1) 
= YF t3 I *D .  (7.2) 
5/0 and ~ are subsets of ~.~ (see (4.3)) and ~A (see (4.4)), respectively. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let As ~ (Y(X, S , f ) ,g ,  D, sg) be a branch-and-bound proce- 
dure for a single optimal policy, where sg satisfies the above tie-breaking rule. 
Assume further that S = ;g or O(Y) ~ ;g. Then A 8 terminates if and only if 
141<oo. 
Proof. Necessity. No x ~ ~ is terminated by S (since S.~ (3 S =- ~), by g 
(since g(x) <f (e )  <~ z) or by D (since x ~ X 'v) .  Thus A s does not terminate if
IwsL =co-  
Sub~cieney. Assume [~°s] < co. First note that only x ~ X*9 can be 
decomposed. This is shown in a manner similar to Lemma 4.2 by also considering 
condition (ii-2) of D above. Consider two cases. 
(1) S----- ~.  Thenf (E )=oo and~'=2:* .  Thus ]~° s [<oo if and 
only if ] 27"D [ < CO. If  ] I *  D I < CO, As terminates ince only x ~ 27"D are 
decomposed. 
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(2) O(Y) v ~ ~.  As a characteristic of best-bound search, A~ first 
tests all x ~ ~,  which is completed in a finite number of steps, and then tests 
x ~ X* with g(x) -~ f(e). We show that z is eventually set to f(~) in this stage 
(then all the remaining partial problems are terminated by g). Let x 1 
ala ~ "" a~ c O(Y) (i.e., f(x~) =f(e)) .  If no proper prefix y of x~ is terminated, 
x 1 is eventually selected by sg (see the above tie-breaking rule) and z is set to 
f(x~) (=  f(e)). I f  a proper prefix Yl of x 1 is terminated by D (note that the proof 
is done i fy 1 is terminated by S or g), we can apply the argument used in the last 
part of the proof of Theorem 7.1 to show that some x~+l ~ O(Y) is eventually 
selected in A~. This proves that A~ terminates. | 
Comparing this result with Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, we see that the condition 
for finite convergence is slightly weakened. 
The final case S ~= ;g ^ 0(¥)  = Sg is treated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that a ddp Y=(N,S , f )  satisfies S ~ ~ and 
O(Y)-~-~. Then a branch-and-bound procedure A s -~-(Y,g, D, s) does not 
terminate. 
Proof. In a manner similar to Lemma 4.3, it is possible to prove that 
(branching structure) contains an infinite path ~ starting from E such that any 
node x on a satisfies f (x)  = f(e) and no two nodes x, y on a satisfy xDy. Since 
no x ~ X* satisfies x ~ S ^ f (x)  =f(e)  by the assumption S ~ ~ ^ O(Y) -~ ~, 
this shows that an infinite number of nodes are tested before z is set to a finite 
value, i.e., A does not terminate. | 
8. RELATION BETWEEN A BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE FOR A 
SINGLE OPTIMAL POLICY AND A pmsdp (psmsdp) 
Results in Sections 5 and 6 can be extended to the case of a single optimal 
policy, but in a somewhat weaker fashion. 
Let 1-i ~ (M(Q, Z, qo, ~, 9~), h, ~o) be a pmsdp (or psmsdp) w- (or s-) 
representing a ddp Y = (27, S, f) .  Define g and D by 
g(x) =/~(x) for x E 27", 
xDy ~ (1) A(q o , x) = h(qo, y) ^ ~(x) </~(y),  or (8.1) 
(2) A(q o , x) = A(qo, y) ^ h(x) =/~(y)  h (x is tested before y). 
THEOREM 8.1. Let H be a pmsdp w- (or s-) representing a ddp Y. Then (8.1) 
defines a branch-and-bound procedure As(H ) = (re, g, D, s) to obtain a single 
optimal policy of ~', where 
in case H w-represents Y*
in case H s-represents Y.
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(Y' is the ddp (X, S', f ' )  with S' = F(H) and f '(x) = h(x) for x a S', and satisfies 
O( Y') -= O( Y).) As(H) satisfies g( x) = l~( x) for x ~ X*. Furthermore, A~( /7) always 
terminates. 
Pro@ The first half is obvious since g and D of (8.1) satisfy all conditions 
given in Sections 2 and 7. To prove the finite convergence, note that each 
Xq = {x ~ Z* ] )t(qo , x) = q}, q ~ ~, has exactly one minimal policy with respect 
to D, as obvious frorn (8.1). Thus I~°~ [ ~< I 27"D I < O~ and As terminates by 
Theorem 7.2. | 
Comparing this result with A(/7) obtained frorn a pmsdp in Theorem 5.1, 
which does not always terminate, we see an effect of the new D to obtain a 
single optimal policy. 
COROLLARY 8.2. I f  a ddp Y ----- (E, S, f )  satisfies S # ~ and O(Y) = ~,  
there exists no pmspd H s-representing Y.
Pro@ If an s-representation/7 exists, A~(H) obtained by (8.1) is a branch- 
and-bound procedure for Y (since Y = Y). As(II) terminates by Theorem 8.1, 
and it is a contradiction to Theorem 7.3. I 
Now consider the converse process, i.e., the construction of a pmsdp 
H(A~) = (M(Q, 2J, q0, A, Qr), h, ~:0) from A, = (Y, g, D, so). This is done as 
follows. 
Q = {[x] i x is decomposed in Aft  of A,} w {qa, ql}, 
qo = [~], 9~ = {@,  




if [xa] a Q (i.e., xa is also decomposed) 
if xa ~ S h f(xa) = f(E) 
otherwise, (8.2) 
A(qs, a) = A(qa, a) = qa, ~o =g(E), 
tg(xa) + (~ -- g(x)) if [x] =/= qa 
h(~, [x], a) 
otherwise. 
THEOREM 8.3. /-/(As) = (M, h, seo) constructed by (8.2) from a branch-and- 
bound procedure A s =(Y ,g ,  D, sg) to obtain a single optimal policy, which ter- 
minates, is a pmspd satisfying O(H(As) ) C O(Y). Furthermore II(As) satisfies 
h(x) = g(x) for x E E* with A(qo, x) # qa . 
Proof. Obvious from construction. I 
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9. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a mathematical model of a branch-and-bound procedure, 
which is general enough to include most of the existing test methods used in 
practical branch-and-bound approaches and heuristic search methods. The 
admissibility of the model is proved, and its convergence properties are discussed 
for two cases (all optimal policies and single optimal policy). A kind of equiva- 
lence is established between the class of combinatorial optimization problems 
for which branch-and-bound procedures are constructable and the class of 
problems which have finite-state representations by pmsdp or psmsdp. Based 
on this, the relationship between the branch-and-bound procedure and the 
dynamic programming procedure is also discussed. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the convergence speed of a branch- 
and-bound procedure is crucial from the viewpoint of practical applications; 
it is not sufficient only to prove finite convergence. Although some weak prop- 
erties are proved in Theorem 4.8, it is a subject of ongoing research to see more 
precisely (and quantitatively) the dependency of the efficiency on parameters 
such as g, D, and EQ. In addition, search strategies uch as heuristic search, 
depth-first search, and breadth-first search deserve further attention when the 
efficiency is concerned, although only best-bound search is discussed in this 
paper in conjunction with the finite convergence. It seems possible to extend 
the results obtained by Hart et al. (1968), Kohler and Steiglitz (1974, 1975), 
and Ibaraki (1977a, 1976), etc., to the present model with minor modifications. 
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